Your time-saving personal
subscription
The consolidated monthly currency reports in the Global Currency Herald by The Currency
Experts are packed with substantiated and well prepared information regarding the most
relevant currency pairs. In concise and easy-to-read reports, you’ll become familiar with
the factors that are driving prices in the key markets, while receiving a wealth of
information and recommendations on the best current strategies for action.
The world is undergoing dynamic change. The Global Currency Herald keeps you up to
speed.

YOUR TOP THREE ADVANTAGES AT A GLANCE
1. Maximize your time
We scrutinize the global currency market to provide you with concisely
prepared analyses month after month.
2. Profit from a trusted expert
Our chief analyst Gerhard Massenbauer numbers among Austria’s most
successful currency experts, and his activities in monitoring and analyzing
foreign exchange and capital market trends have yielded an impressive track
record including ex-ante analyses with over 90% accuracy since 1999. This
places him among a handful of foreign exchange trend experts in the
German-speaking world who have a quantifiably proven track record of
success.
3. Boost your sales
Backed by profound expertise, the currency reports cover everything from
minimizing your foreign currency risk to boosting foreign currency turnover.

An overview of our services
■ Analyses of the 23 most relevant currency pairs
Compact currency and hedging information in five issues.
■ Alert Reports
Up-to-the-minute reports on breaking news, with specific
recommendations for action when notable changes in
the currency structure occur.
■ Practical monthly digital subscription by e-mail

Please mark the appropriate currency pair reports you wish to receive as a monthly
subscription:
Currency Report CORE
USD, SAR, EUR, HKD, SGD

EUR 1,075/month

Currency Report MAJORS
GBP, CHF, AUD, CA

EUR 735/month

Currency Report EURASIA
PLN, CZK, HUF, RUB, TRY

EUR 735/month

Currency Report ASIA
RMB Yuan, Yen, BAHT, WON

EUR 735/month

Currency Report EMERGING MARKETS
ZAR, BRL, MXN, IDR, INR

EUR 735/month
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□
□
□
□

Prices are monthly and subject to 20% VAT. Invoicing occurs quarterly in arrears. Subscriptions may be
canceled at the end of each quarter. Receive a 10% discount with your annual subscription payment. The
subscription price is subject to a 3% annual variation cap.

Company:___________________________________________________________________________
Street address: _______________________________________________________________________
Zip code/City: ________________________________________________________________________
Contact: _____________________________________________________________________________
E-mail address: _______________________________________________________________________
Tel (optional): _________________________________________________________________________

I confirm that the information I have provided is correct:

Date

Signature/Company stamp

Your contract partner is CENSEO Consulting GmbH, Promenadegasse 51, A-1170 Vienna,
Austria. Vienna Commercial Court, FN 187 179p, VAT ID ATU 48878004. Managing Director:
Gerhard Massenbauer, contact: office@censeo.at

